
FPCC 2015 POST-CONFERENCE SURVEY COMMENTS 
 

The October 19-21, 2015 First Party Claims Conference (FPCC) was a great success. More 
than 200 adjusters, attorneys and others participated in the 2-1/2 day event held at the Crowne 
Plaza Hotel in Warwick, RI.   
 

While results from the post conference survey were generally favorable and complimentary, 
some respondents offered thoughts for improvement. These observations, along with responses 
from the FPCC planning committee and staff, are grouped below by subject area. 
 

Topics 
 

Comment: 
 

“If there are subjects on similar topics they should be separated in time frames if possible. For 
example, two subjects on B.I. should not be at the same time.”  

 
Response: 
 

While a considerable amount of thought is given to providing a variety of choices for each 
break-out session, similar topics may end up in the same period due last minute requests for a 
change in the day and/or time by a presenter. Occasionally it could be an oversight by staff. 
Either way we will pay closer attention to scheduling matters next year. 
 

Speakers 
 
Comments: 
 

“Although the material was good, some speakers need to speak up and show more 
enthusiasm.” 
 
“Chip Merlin was a great speaker, adding some jokes or comments to keep his audience 
captive.” 
 

“Acoustics were difficult, especially in the high ceiling rooms. Speakers must use a different 
technique (slow and distinct) when speaking. Sometimes the mikes were part of the problem.” 
 

Response: 
 

Presenters and topics may vary; however, we hope all subject matter conveyed was of interest. 
We will work to better educate our speakers about what their audience expects in a lively 
presentation and provide more instruction on the proper use of the audio equipment at their 
disposal. We are preparing a speaker familiarization program to assist them in the future. 
 

Location 
 

Comments: 
 

“The location is hard to reach from just about anywhere. Would be interested to know how many 
come locally versus how many travel.” 
 
“Are you considering rotating the convention site to other parts of the country?” 



 

“I do wish you would try a different location to switch it up a little bit.” 
 

“Discussions with others indicate a desire to move the conference to a larger city that is easier 
to access, has more flights and provides further dining options nearby (instead of a 20 minute 
drive into Providence) - ideas included Boston, New York, and Chicago.” 
 

Response: 
 

For many years NAPIA held a one-day seminar in Boston, MA. The program qualified for CE 
credit and drew a large audience from the surrounding area as well as others from distant 
states. In planning the first FPCC program it was decided to hold it close to Boston to attract 
those that attended the previous seminars.  
 

To keep the cost of attendance down, we began seeking out properties in the Boston vicinity 
(including Providence, RI) that provided complimentary meeting space, reasonably priced guest 
rooms and close proximity to a sizable airport. The Crowne Plaza Hotel in Warwick, RI was 
selected because it best met the criteria. 
 

While a majority of conference attendees are within driving distance, the FPCC planning 
committee has looked at other cities in the Northeast and mid-Atlantic regions. Overall costs  
associated with presenting a conference at the venues considered; however, would have 
resulted in much higher registration fees and room rates.  
 

FPCC 2016 is again scheduled at the Crowne Plaza Hotel, but we continue to investigate viable  
locations for future programs. 
 

By the way – there’s no need to venture into Providence for a good meal. The Crowne Plaza 
offers free shuttle service within three miles of the hotel and there are a variety of good 
restaurants within a reasonable distance.  
 

CE Credits 
 

Comments: 
 

“Have the Tuesday breakfast discussion during lunch if there isn't a speaker for then (hard to 
wake up for breakfast, but was ready for the first session).” 
 

“Is it possible to assign credits per presentation as opposed to all day or complete seminar 
model?” 
 

Response: 
 

In an effort to provide the greatest number of CE credits in the most compact format, the course 
schedule was condensed to include education sessions at the Tuesday and Wednesday 
breakfasts and Tuesday luncheon. These three sessions also guarantee that every-one is in 
attendance at programs approved for ethics credits (which are required in certain states). 
 

We offer several ways to achieve CE credits at FPCC. The three-hour breakout session on 
Monday qualifies for 3 credits. The twelve breakout sessions (including two breakfasts and a 
lunch) presented over Tuesday and Wednesday qualify for 12 credits. The entire conference 
qualifies for 15 credits. 
  



Applications for course approval are submitted separately to 19 states insurance departments 
for the Monday sessions and to the same states for the Tuesday-Wednesday program. Fees for 
course applications cost up to $165 per application. Six states require separate instructor 
applications with fees up to $50 for each instructor (36 instructors participated at FPCC 2015).  
 

This year staff gathered documents to submit 28 course applications and over 200 instructor 
applications. Once approved, all courses were scheduled online with each state. Attendee 
credits were sub-mitted to 19 states in blocks of 3 and 12 after the conference.  
 

The complication of assigning credits separately for each session would increase the 
processing and expense many times over. Using the current format provides the maximum 
benefit in the least costly and most time efficient manner. It also allows for the prompt report-ing 
of participation to all states. 
 

We appreciate all those who took the time to complete the FPCC 2015 survey. Candid feedback 
is important to the process. 
 


